Introduction
Let us consider stationary process dimensional space R^ of X is absolutely continuous with respect d measure A. on R . Let p(x) be the density function of i continuous time parameter, strictly {X^ : t^O} that takes value in dWe will assume that the distribution u to the Lebesgue (i with respect to
In this paper we are concerned with a kernel type estimation of p(x). We will consider the estimator given by the formula 
hThe
In [4] the very complicated procedure is applied to define such a function h. In this paper the function h is defined by the explicit and simple formula. Namely we have Suppose that {X. : t*0} is a measurable, strictly sta-" j tionary process. Suppose also that for every xeR there exist constants C>0, a>0 such that we have Another family of assumptions we will make if we consider a Markov process {X.: t*0, (P ), zeR d } (see [2] for precise u Z definition and notations). P z { lim ¿ t (x) = p(x) > = 1, t-KD where also the function h defined by (1*2) is applied to
Remark. The methods we use do not solve the problem A whether or not P { lim p«.(x)=p(x) } = 1 in the case p(z)=0. 
. It is easy to verify that h*(t) s h(t) s h*(t), for all t*0, where h(t) is-defined by (1.2).
We will consider also the following estimators: We omit the details. Hence we have lim Z 4 (t,x) = p(x). t-KO Similarly we obtain lim Z (t,x) = p(x) (also for the set-Ko quence n=0,l,...}).
To complete the proof of Theorem 1 it suffices to show (4.9), where the sequence {a n : n=0,l,...} is applied. The sequence {t n : n=0,l,...} is defined by induction with respect to n in [4] . Let us consider the proof (given in [4] ) p(x), xeMp, where {t n : n=0,l,..} of the fact that limp 4 (t,x) t-X» is applied. Without loss of generality we can assume that t_=a for n*n", where n. will be defined in the sequel, n n o o n+1 Having t n =exp(e ) we can define t (using the proof n 0 n +2 of Theorem 1 in [4] ). It will turn out that t R +1 sexp(e ).
Also without loss of generality we can assume that =exp(e n 0 +2 -n 0 +l
). Repeating this procedure we will obtain that the he of sequence {t n =exp(e n+1 ): n=0,l,...} may be applied in the proof of Theorem 1 in [4] . Hence to complete the proof Theorem 1 it remains to show that does not hold for n-*». Now we are able to define n Q : n Q = max(n 3 ,n 4< n 5 ).
We have proved (according to our earlier consideration) that It is well known (see [8] ) that under (D1)-(D3) {X t :t*0> has a unique invariant probability measure and there exists a smooth density p(x) for u. Talay 
